30's flower border
123 sashing horizontal
123 sashing vertical
abc border horizontal
abc border vertical
african leaf 1 border
art deco border 2 corner 1
art deco border 2
asian butterfly border
asian fan border 1
asian fan border 3 corner
asian fan border 3
baby things border
bamboo border
basket 10 border
basket 10 sashing
bb vickie's twist
bell frame
bell sashing 2
blossom sashing 1.5x18
border car beetle
border car squarish
brick border 1
brick border 2
bunny border 1
cable 2
cactus vertical sashing
cactus horizontal sashing
callie's snake border 1
callie's snake border corner
cancer ribbon border 3
celtic border 1
celtic border 3
charms 1 border
cherry border
chicken wire sashing 1

chicken wire sashing 2
1x15 inches

circles sashing 1
Cole

Cole Cole Cole Cole
crawling bugs border
curly q border 4 corner 1
curly q border 1
curly q border 2
curly q border 4
curved diamond border 1
daisy border
day of the dead border 1
day of the dead large sashing
deer in the grass border 1 corner
deer in the grass border 1
deer tracks 1 border
deer tracks 2 border
dog paws border 1
dragonfly border
egyptian border 1
Egyptian flower border 1 corner
egyptian flower border 1
excitement border 1
eye spy border 1 corner
eye spy border 2
fan 1 border corner 2
fan border 2
This corner is sized 1.26 x the height of the border, then overlaps the corner into the borders slightly.
feather border 2
This corner is sized 1.28 x the height of the border, then overlaps the corner into the borders slightly.

feather border 3 corner
feather border 3
ferrets 1 border
fireman's hose border 1
flourish border
flourish inner border
flower & swirls border
flower 6 border corner
flower border 2
flower border 3
flower border 4 corner
flower border 4
flower for scallop border
flowers border 2
flowers border
17.5 x 17.5 with 3.85 width of ribbons
fly small border
flying diamonds border 1
football basketball border
french braid combo sashing
french braid sashing 1
french braid sashing 2
frog 2 border
frogs 4 border
garden twist deco border 1
ghost 1 border
STOPPING_MACRO LINETYPE
"NO NEEDLE OFF"
END_MACRO

STOPPING_MACRO LINETYPE
"NO NEEDLE ON"
END_MACRO

snap=.0001

STOPPING_MACRO PAUSE
"NO PAUSE Please change thread color"
END_MACRO

FIRST_MACRO
"NO INFO This pattern is copyright protected"
"NO INFO by Vickie Malaski."
"NO INFO Designs by Vickie"
"NO INFO 2450 Kensington Court"
"NO INFO Turlock, CA 95382-9100"
"NO INFO www.designsbyvickie.com"
"NO INFO vickie@designsbyvickie.com"
"NO INFO 209-632-1886"
"NO INFO"

"NO INFO It may not be reproduced and sold or"
"NO INFO gifted in any form by the purchaser."
"NO INFO"
"NO INFO The purchaser may use a picture of"
"NO INFO the pattern to inform customers that"
"NO INFO they offer this pattern for quilting."
"NO INFO"
END_MACRO
gridded border 1
halloween 1 border
happy day 1 border
heart 16 border corner
heart border 11
hearts & flowers border corner 2
hearts & loops 1 border
hearts & stars border corner
hearts & stars border
hearts & flowers border 1
hearts border 1
hockey border 1
hockey flying geese 1
hockey puck border 1
holly border 1
honey pot border 1
honey pot border 3
koala border 1
lacy circle 2 border
ladybug border
lamb border corner
lamb border
leaf border
leafy vines 1 border
leaves border 1
lighthouse 1 border
lily of the valley border
long narrow sashing
mammy border 1
medium border 1
mice border 1
modern flowers border 1
modern flowers border 2
motorcycle border 1
mushrooms 1 border
musical notes border 2
musical notes border
musical notes small border
nautical border
nikki's embroidery rose border 1
non bugs border
oak leaves & swirls border 1
oriental flower border 2
oriental flower border 3
oriental flower sashing 1
oriental flower sashing 2
oriental flowers border 1
p2p bow 1
p2p leaves
paisley border
pine tree border 1

pine tree border 1 corner
pinwheel & swirls 1 border
pinwheel block 4 border 1
prickly pear border 1
primitive flower & cat border 1 e2e
primitive flower 1 border 2
primitive flower 2 border 1
ribbon dance inner border
ribbon dance circle enclosure
ribbon dance half inner border
rings border 1
rippled sash
romance border 1
roses and vines border 1
running shoe border 1
running women 1 border
samurai border 1
scroll 3 border
sheltie border 1
sherry's flower border
shoes, purse & gloves border 1
this border has overlapping parts.
you will need to be carefull of your
starting point and sizing.

shooting star border 1
shooting star border 2

this border has overlapping parts. 
you will need to be careful of your 
starting point and sizing.
simple swag
small border 1
small border 3
small border 2
small border 4
small border 5
small border 6
small border 7
small border 8
small border 9
small border 12
small flower border
small geo 1 border corner
small heart border 1
small leaf border
snowflake border mini
snowflake border
sophia's rosebud border
sophia's rosebud sashing
southwest border 1 corner 1
southwest border 1 corner 2
southwest border 1 corner 3
southwest border 1
spinning star side border
spinning star top border
splat border 1
spoked circle border 2
spoked circles border 1
stacked hearts 2x11
stacked hearts sashing
star wars border 1
stars & loops border 2
stylized flower border
stylized leaf border
stylized oak leaf border 2
sunbonnet sue border 1
sunflowers fast border corner
sunflowers fast border
super simple border
sweet pea sonata border 1
sweet pea sonata border 2
swirls border 2
swirls border
tapestry inner border
teddy bear border
tow truck & car border
tow truck & 2 cars border
tow truck & 3 cars border
train border
triangular border
victorian 1 border
victorian border 1
wavy piano key border 1 corner
wheat border
wheat sashing
whimsy 1 border
wind & bubbles border 1
windy border 1
work boots border 1